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Gauge is an experimental and minimalistic sport game.
The end does exist, can you reach it?
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I think GAUGE is a game that would fare way better as a mobile game, or at a lower pricepoint ($1 perhaps). It works better
conceptually than it does in practice, and there's just not enough content or depth to warrant spending more than 30 minutes in
this game imo. Unless you love the visual and audio aesthetic and have a fetish for score attacking and leaderboards, I just can't
recommend GAUGE.. I can't tell if this is a great game or just crap. Seriously I just can't tell. 6/10, 7/10 if you can get it in a
bundle.. Stop! Take a break in what your doing and start becoming crazy with this game. Unless you are a Jedi, of course,
because Jedi doesn't get angry. Aaaaand they got reflexes, which. is good. for GAUGE. "GOSHHH this game is hard ! I'd rather
get back to work.. I found the meaning of life within this game.. What?! Is this supposed to be a "game" ? I can't believe I spent
money on this. I kept expecting something to happen, but no. there's zero variety. And no, I don't care that there's badly clipped
videos of cats off of Youtube. Played it for about 10 minutes, and I now have a headache, and my wrist is killing me. Play this,
and you WILL get RSI or have a seizure. If you like button-mashing, go play Daley Thomson's Decathlon from, like, the 80s. At
least it has some variety. Pretentious pap. UNINSTALLED.
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